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Mrs. Gloyd's re~arks in the previous 
issue of Selysia (Nov. 1, 1971, v. 5, t/2 ·: 
3-4) on the misspellings of dragonfly 
names and the caution to be observed 
"before making any changes in the ending 
of a name" (for gender) are timely and de
serve considerable attention. However, 
many of the problems are quite complex 
and extend far beyond the implications of 
her discussion. Some of the examples she 
cited show this complexity. 

Although the proper spelling of 
Aeshna, nee Aeschna, and its derivative 
compounds Aeschna-, nee Aeshna-, would 
appear to be beyond question, the confu
sion has existed in the literature since 
1802 and continues today. Aeshna, the 
second oldest name in the Odonata was 
established by Fabricius in 1775 without 
reference to its derivation or meaning. 
It was emended to Aeschna by the editor 
or editors of Illiger's Magazine in 1802. 
Usage varied between the two spellings as 
illustrated by a few examples from the 
"classical" authors: Aeshna: Beai,r;ois, 
1805; van der Linden, 1823; Stephens, 
1836; Fonscolombe, 1838; Say, 1839 ('\'1~~it
ten ante 1834); Evans, 1845; and 
Buchecker, 1878; Aeschna: Latreille, 1805 
(et seq.?); Charpentier, 1825, 1840; 
Blanchard, 1837/1843; Burmeister, 1839; 
Selys, 1839 et seq.; Hagen., 1840 et seq.; 
Zetterstedt, 1840; Rambur, 1842,Schnaider, 
1845; Scudder, 1866; Brauer, 1865 et seq.; 
and Kolenti, 1856.· Aeschna was quite 
generally used after its adoption-by the 
"Founders of Odonatology" in 1839-1842, 
until the original spelling was restored 
by Calvert (1905) and Walker (1908-1912). 
Kirby (1890) used both ·"names" (!),Aeshna 
for Gomphus, and Aeschna for the· legicn 

Aeschna Selys. Fraser (1939-1940) carried 
the principle of "original 11 spelling to 
illogical conclusion by the emendation of 
all Aeschna- compounds to Aeshna-. 

Aeshna is now generally used by 
American authors, but Aeschna is quite 
widely used by European writers,especially 
by non-systematists (Aeshna spp. are 
extensively used in physiolpgical and 
other biological research). 

The disputed spellings arise from 
the uncertain derivation of the word. 
Not only did Fabricius not give any in
formation on the origin of the word ,'When 
the name was proposed but it was odtted 
from his discussion of the types of naccs 
to be used for genera in his handbook of 
Entomology published three years later 
(1778). In three lists of generic names, 
noting what type.of words should be used, 
"Obscura latina", "Obscura Graeca", and 
Latin and Greek words uquae charac_t.erem 
essentialem, habitum . . ", respectively, 
all but 14 of the 78 generic names at
tributed to himself elsewhere in the text 
are included. Of the 14, six are well
known classical names for insects (mostly 
Greek, thoroughly latinized and used by 
Pliny and/or other Roman writers), and 
four others are Greek words, likewise 
latinized in antiquity, and listed in 
classical dictionaries as the names of 
other animals or plants. This leaves 
only four - Aeshna, Cucujus, Callidium, 
and Semblis - not utilized in the approx
imate form known to the ancient writers. 
I have been unable to find any of these, 
except Cucujus, in any classical diction
ary, or in any root-word lexicon con
sulted. Borror (1960) cites Cucuj-, as 
referring to a beetle, from the (Brazil
ian) whatever that may be! It would.seem 
strange, however, that Fabricius wou'.1.d 
use a Brazilian word for a north European 
beetle (Cucuj us depress us, "Habitat in 
Germania"); especially in view of his 
penchant for classical names - ."Nomena 
generica, quae characterem essentialem, 
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~abitum aut p~oprietatem singularem 
ins~ctorum sub genere militantium expri
mutit, semper optima sunt." 

While Aeshna would appear to be i~ 
possible as a Greek word (and Aeschna 
49es have the appearance of one) it has 
~bt been found in any dictionary or word 
list. All attempts to trace ·the deriya
tion of the word have presupposed ·s9me 
2rror or variation in spelling. Thus 
Williamson consid~red that it was derived 
from a1axpo/ (aischros, ugly), but Till
yard suggested that the original was a 
printer's error for Aechma • from at XJJn 
(aichme, spear) referring to the long 
Jlender abdomen in this group. HQwever, 
the name Aeschna exists in pre-Fabrician 
~iterature, e.g. Mouffet (1634), "The 

AEschna so called, . are a kinde of Water- ~ 
fly of an ash colour·~ with four wings, 
six feet, near the tail.having as it were 
many downy hairs." The early use of this 
form was the basis of the emendation by 
Illiger .. For any relevance which it may 
have to the possible adaption of Aeschna 
to Aeshna by Fabricius from Mouffet ·or 
other early writers it may be noted that 
he did exhibit some v~riation in the 
spelling of names of authors. Thus , in 
his bibliography he listed Frisch, 1738 
and Brunniche, 1764. In the text he: 
refers . to Frisch _. several times, but on 
page 106 he wrote "Scorpio Musea Frisch" 
and "Scorpio Araneus Frish"only two lines 
apart, and in the only two references 
which I note to Brunnische, the name is 
written "Brynnische" (p. 90) and "Bugo • . 

·Brynn.a (p. 115). 

Another variant in spelling involv~. 
ing H is illustrated by Erpetogomphus. 
(Herpet9gomphus). Although• • the latter . 

-may not occur in recent literature it 
• will show up in any retrospective re-

-·---se--dx cl, invOlving the group. . This varia
tion is due to the peculiar status ·of H 
in the Greek alphabet. H disappeared as 
an independent letter from "standard" 
Greek in 403 B.C. when the Athenians 
adopted the Ionian alphabet; H became the 
majuscule for eta (H, n). How.ever, the 
sound remained and was· indicated by the· 
rough breathing sign(~, spiritus asper). 
Every initial vowel or diphthong in the 
Greek dictionary has the rough (') o~. 
smooth (, , spiritus lenis) breathing • 
sign. , Since Latin used H to represent 
this rough breathing sign in transliter
ation from Greek, vowels .with this sign 
should be preceded by H. Also initial 
rho (p) was always. "rough" and words from 
the Greek beginning with this letter are 
transliterated rh-, unless the spelling 
is modified. Note the entries under R in 
a root word lexicon: almost all rh- words 
are of Greek origin and no others (except 
for variants in spelling) are derived 
from that language. Likewise medial 
do.uble rho (pp) is transliterated -rrh.:.. 
Uote: lluonia rheophila, (pc.of + cf, 1).a), 
the stream loving .Huonia, and Pyrrhosoma 
(Iloppo/ + aoµa), red body. Omission of H 
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from Ophiogomphus is relatively unimpor
tant as the derivation of the root· can 
scarcely be mistaken, and since Selys did 
not give the derivation when the name was 
proposed, he had no more right than any 
other author to "emend" it later. How
ever, in words derived • from such Greek 
roots as from oros (~po/, ~po/) the H 
must be. included ~omitted to· carry the 
appropriate meaning; thus , • ·. Oroles tes is 
the testes of the· mountain, but Horo
would be-----of the border, or of---a:i'"e 
hour. It-may be a surprise to some people 
to learn· that the tendency to drop Has a 
letter of the alphabet also appeared • in 
Latin. Thus, Quintiltanus, a rhetorician 
at the end of .the first century A.D. 
wrote, "si H littera est, non nota,"and 
some very familiar words niay be found 
with or without H _before certain vowels 
although I know of no case of this vari
ant in spelling appearing in nomenclature 
(aeneus or aheneus, -.!_, -1;!!!, of the color 
of bronze, brassy). 

Some of the most troublesome problems •· 
~ in nomenclature to the average systema--· 

tist are c9ncerned with gender. Many, 
but by.no means all of these, are due to 
unfamiliarity with Latin. The average 
zoological student studying ·systematics 
acquires at least a vague notion of ··three 
or four principles concerning the scien
tific names of animals. 

1. That the names of species consist 
•if two "Latin" words,· of wh~ch the. first 
is the genus and· the•· second the species 
name, to which is sometlmes ·added the 
!lame of the individual ·who "described" 
the species. If he is observant • enough 
to note that some of the names of descri
bers are enclosed in parentheses, and 
others not, he may remember that he has 
been taught to be consistent in writing 
and follow his inclination to place al_l 
such names in parentheses,. or leave off 
those he 'finds. 1·have heard of editors 
of Biological journals doing this! 

2~ That the genus· . name must be a 
noun in the nominative singular. • 

J. That the species name must be an 
• ~ adjective agreeing with the genus name in 

case, • number, and gender'· o.r a noun 

. •. 

eith~r: in apposition with th~ .. • genus name, 
therefore in the nomina.tive , sing~ar, o~ 
in the genitive.·. The fourth allowable 
type of species riame - the genitive of. an 
adjective name of an organism to which 
the organism to be named has some rela
tionship such as a parasite, used as a 
·substantive - is not so generally known. 
Perhaps, it is just .. as well as it is only 
a special application of.the third.class 
since adjectives have always been conver
ted to nouns and vice-versa, for use in 
nomenclature. _The change from. •~noun" to 
"substantive" .in these paragraphs of the 
code is poor. grammar • and redun~ant. • A 
substantive is. a "word capable of being • 
used as a ·noun" according to the diction
ary meaning; it would seem more simple to· 
say "used as a noun" instead of in effect 
"used as a word capable of being used as 
a noun." 

As Steyakal (1970) has pointed o~t 
and many of us are painfully. aware from 
·teaching any course involving Biological • 
terminology, "Nowadays, many_ biologists, 

. especially in • the United· States» become. - -• 
.. systematists [or specialists in -. o.ther 

Biological disciplines.] without the 
benefit of any exposure to Latin gram
mar." To such students, without experi- . 
ence with a flexional language (since 
English and the modern romance languages 
have discarded or greatly reduced the 
flexional·apparatus) case and gender are, 
at least, minor, il not major, mysteries. 
However, since gender has been a gram
~atical principle incorporated into every · 
code of nomen~lature from the beginning; 
attention must • be given to it when a 
species is given a name or shifted from 
one genus to anothero In theory the 
necessary determination should be made 

· without difficulty. • If the gender of the 
generic name(s) is not known or cannot be 
determined by the form of the names of 

·the species assigned to it (as will be 
i~lustrated this indication can be wrong) 
it may be determined by consulting a 
classical dictionary (Latin or Greek, 
depende~t upon the origin of the word) .. 
Then the ending for the species name can 
be determined in accordance with the 
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gender of the g~neri~·name and-everything 
would seem to be in perfect order. How
ever, this is not as simple as may appear. 
Anyone without some· training _in t~e 
classical languages may experience con
siderable difficulty in using a classical 
4ictionary. His first reaction may be an 
agreement with Shakespeare's Casca, "For 
mine own part, it was Greek to me,18 even 
in using a Latin dictionary (actually 
many Latin words, especially $Cientific 
terms were derived from· the Greek). • • 
Furthermore, a considerable proportion of 
generic names do not occur in the dic
tionaries as they are synthetic words, or 
other parts of spee_ch (adjectives, verb 
forms) given substantive status. I have 
shown in a paper to be published else
where that most, if not all, of the insect 
generic names of Linnaeus were classical 
names, many of them ancient names of 
insects, or other organisms. However, 
the store of such names was soon exhaust
ed and synthetic and metamorphosed words 
had to be used. Thus Agrion Fabricius, 
1775, appears to be the neuter of. the 

• -~Greek ·adjective-'-ayp10/, -a, ·-ov;. (agrios-, 
-a, -on, wild or strange). Without some 
knowledge of the basic·structure of the 
language it would be impossible for 
anyone to locate this word, and determine 
its gender in the dictionary. 

Moreover, the expression of gender 
in Latin (likewise, or "more so" in 
Greek) is far more· complicated. than the 
mere inter-changing of the endings "-us", 
"-a", and "-Udl" •.. As Brown (1956). has 
observed there are "Other pi,tfalls in
volving gender; aside from boners such as 
''l'he· epistles were the wives of the 
apostles ' • • • " 

Latin adjectives include,_ at.least, 
five groups according to the gender 
endings: three endings, masculine - fem
inine - neuter, (1) -us, -a 11 • • -um, as 
uncatus, uncata, uncatllm, hooked;snonsus, 
sponsa, sponswil, promised; (2) -!!_, -ra_, 
-rum, as liber, libera, liberum, free; 
-er, -ris, -!!:,~ - as pal us ter, palustris, 
palustre, swampy; two endings, masculine 
and feminine (the same) - neuter, (4) 

-is, -is, -e, as viridis, viridis,viride, 
green;-(5)-Qne ending (all three· genders 
the same, which is diverse), as anceps, 
two-headed; atrox, fierce; . tricolor, 
three-colored; longipes, long-f~oted; 
simplex, plain; vigilax, watchful. 

There are also three groups of Greek 
adjectives in relation to the gender 
endings - three, two and one termination 
in the nominative singular, but the· end-

• ings in all ·three groups are much more 
diverse than ~n Latin. However, Greek 
adjectives are relatively much less 
directly important to the taxonomist than 
Latin forms. Simple, uncompounded Greek 
adjectives are used less frequently than 
Latin adjectives as specific names, 
although as elements of compounded words 
they are ubiquitous._ An exception is 
µe:i\a/, melas, bl~ck, or -dark. I do not 
know of its use in the Odonata but as the 
terminal po~tion of compound (adjective) 
names; it is found as Xiphiagrion 
cyanomelas Selys, Coeliccia cyanomelas 

_ ~s._ Lokia_ery__tbromelas-B:ls, · Aqp.olestes - • 
icteromelas Selys, Orthetrum icteromelas 
Ris. ~is word poses a problem in it$ 
transformation into Latin, because of its 
irregular form -µd.a/, µe:Aa1va, JJ£~av, 
melas, melaina, melan, for- the three 
genders, with the genitives - µe:Aavo/, 
µ£Aa1vn/, µ£Aavo/, melanos, melaines, 
melanos. This yields the well-known 
combining form melano- _ (Erythrodiplax 
melanorubra Borror,Notoneura melanoxantha 
Lieftinck, and ~th substantives -
Burmariolestes melano.thorax Selys, and • • 
Palaemnema melanostigma Selys). It was 
apparently not Latinized in antiquity 
except as nouns, melas, ~, a black 
spot on the skin, and melania, --ae, 
blackness, or black spots, on the_ skin~· 
Sherborn (1902, 1922/32) lists it as used 
for species in the Animal Kingdom, as 
melas 51 times (in • • genera of all three 
genders) , as melanus twice, melana, four 
times and melaina once. Of course, some 
of 'the terms might be considered nouns 
but this would be only in special cases 
where the author gave· such derivations:. 
A troublesome form is Aeshna psilus 
Calvert which on first appearance is 
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likely to be recognized as the Greek 
adjective $1Ao/, $1An, tP1Aov, psilos, 
psile, • psilon, Latinized as psilus , 
psila, psilumo However, when Professor 
Westfall asked for an explanation of a 
change from --us to --a, it was readily 
discovered that the very precaution that 
this • ; article stresses had not been 
followed! Calvert (1947) cited the word 
as a substantive and quoted a dictionary 
iri support of such usage, "Greek tJ,1Ao/ 
('in Attic prose as a military term, 01 

tPtAot soldiers without heavy• armour, 
light troops·.' The Classic Greek Diction
ary, Hinds Noble & Eldredge Publishers, 
New York City, 1901,. page 797) translit
erated according to Appendix F, Intema
tional Rules of Zoological Nomenclature." 
Calvert's dictionary reference is not 
available to me, but several Greek 
dictionaries which I have_consulted· list 
$,1lo/ as an adjective only. Liddell and 
Scott (1958) gives (among many other 
meanings) the one quoted by Calvert in 
exactly the same words, but ,some, if not 
most of the.references quoted for this 
me.aning· use··psilos as· ·an adjective. This 
re-inforces Mrs. Gloyd's warning that 
care should be taken in changin·g the 
ending of a word for gender and indicates 

'that the original should usually be ex
amined. Even a very common adjective can 
have an obscure noun usage, or the ·author 
can, . quite within his rights, give it 
such status when the name is proposed. 

Kirby (1890) placed 61 names -
species and synonyms - in the genus 
Lestes and listed two others which had 
been described in that genus. Of the 63 
names two were new, 11 were notms and 13 
were one or two termination adjectives. 
All of the other 37 names, . except 
eurinus, had been given a feminine ending 
when described in Lestes or transferred 
from Agrion into it and this practice had 
been followed universally as far as I can 
determine, until 1890. Although Say used 
the masculine ending for eurinus this is 
not proof that he considered Lestes 
masculine as the derivation of eurinus 
may be questioned. Three Greek words are 
spelled thus eup1vo/, (eurinos) an adjec-
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ti ve meaning ''keen-scented, 0 one meaning 
"of good le·ather" and a noun, meaning "an 
east wind." Only the latter appears to 
have been incorporated into Latin in 
antiquity. Most of the words used by Say 
for his 36 species of Odonata were adjec
tives but at least, two others - cynosure 
and clepsydra - were nouns. Whether 01 
not ·say considered Lestes masculine anci 
eurinus a noun, all following authors 
made eurinus an adjective and wrote it in 
feminine form. Les tes •. -w.as . probably 
considered feminine because it is one of 
a small number· of masculine nouns ending 
in -Tn/ (-tes) (genitive -ou, (ou) and 
declined. otherwise like feminines in 
-n (e) or -a (a) of the first declension) 
(compare: Latin pirata, agricola,'etc.). 

Kirby "corrected" 36 of the·names to 
masculine, leaving sponsa and vidua as 
feminine, evidently considering them 
nouns. However, a study of the deriva
tions of these words gives much indica
tion that they might well be considered 
adjectives in zoological nomenclatur~ 
unless the author pr·oposing • one of diem 
indicated that it was to be considered a 
noun. Spcnsus, -a, -um, promisedp or 
engaged, is the- past parti~i.ple of 
spondeo, to promise; viduus, -a, -um, was 
derived eventually from viduo,-to deprive 
(of anything) . All three _forms . of the 
first attained the rank of substantives -
sponsus, a bet~othed man, or bridegroom, 
sponsa,· a betrothed woman, or bride, 
sponsum, an engagement, or an agreement. 
In the case of. viduus, the Roman social 
system was probably responsible~ for the 
fact that vidua, attained·the·rank of a 
substantive referring to a widow, but 
that viduus referring to a man whose wife 
had died remained an adjective!_ However, 
since both words had adjective origins 
they might well be so considered in 
nomenclature. Sherbom (1902, 1922/32) 
(see notation and quotation under th£ 
1922/32 entry in Principal references 
ci·ted) is somewhat ambiguous in his 
treatment of sponsa, but definitely con
siders vidua an adjective. In the first 
section there are four listings of 
sponsa, and one of sponsus, and the 
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entries, follow sponsorius~ indicatine 
sponsus, --a .. However, in the second 
section there are only sponsa listings 
(16) and they precede sponsana, clearly 
not entered under the masculine form, but 
there were no-sponsus forms to enter! In 
the first part there is an entry vidua, 
following a genus Vidua, but it has a 
cross·reference "v. viduus", and there 
are is vidua listings and one viduus 
en.try there; in the. second part, the 
entries, including 29 as viduus, 49 as 
vidua, and one as vidu1.Dll, follow vidura. 

Principal references cited 

Borror, Donald J. 1960. Dictionary of 
word roots and combining forms. Palo 
Alto, Calif., National Press. 5+134 pp. 
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Not. Nat., 194: 11 PP• 
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1940" p reprinted] . A Greek - English 
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out by Sir Henry Stuart Jones~ with the 
assistance of Roderick McKenzie. 
Oxford, Clarendon Press. xlviii + 2111 
PP• 

Mouffet, Thomas 1634. Insectorum sive 
Minimorum Animalium Teatrum. Londin~, 
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1658. The Teater of Insects. 
(English edition of preceding, by .E. 
Topsel). London.· 6 + 818 pp. The 
quotation is from this edition, but it 
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animalium imposita sunt. 1758 .. London, 
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Museum) .cxlvii+7056+vi+1098 pp., in 33 
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(This is the only list of specific and 
generic names---. "for-=<dla- .. entire Autmai---· 
Kiugdomthat I lmow. Of courae~it~eover~ 
only the period from Linnaeus to 1350 but 

.it gives some idea of the range of names 
used. The fallowing quotation from the 
introduction shows the treatment of 
specific names: "All trivial names are 
entered as if they were masculine,e. g., 
nigra will be found under niger, afrum 
will be found under afer,abdominale will 
be found under abdoiiifnalis. It is 
obvious that no. other arrangement is 
possible if we wish to preserve· the 
history of a species; but cross refer
ences are given when the feminine and 
·neuter forms of the trivial .word vary-·so 
much as to obscure it to those,who, like 
myself are unfamiliar with the dead 
languages." 

.Steyakal, George C. 1970. On 
concord in binomina. Coleopt. 
24: 57-58. 

gender 
Bull., 
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FIRST EUROPEAN SYMPOSIUM ON ODONATOLOGY 

by 
B. Kiauta 

Institute of G~netics 
University of Utrecht 

The Netherlands 

At the Second Odonatological Meeting 
:J.n Utrecht, the Netherlands, on November 
21, 1970, the initiative was born to 
organize a larger European Symposium; the 
Belgian odonatologists offered to be 
hosts to the gathering. 

The Symposium ha.a been held on 
October 22-23, 1971 in the Ins.titute of 
Zoology of the State University of Ghent, 
Belgium. Nearly 60 me~bers .represented 
11 countries (Belgium, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark·, France, German Federal Republic, 
India·, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, 
United Kingdom and u.s.s.R.), though the 
colleagues from Czechoslovakia, India, 
Poland and u.s.s.R. ~ere unable to attend 
personally. 

-In· the- Opening Session, Dr. H. J. 
DUMONT (Ghent, Belgimn) narrated briefly 
the history of odonatological research in 
Belgium and·outlined the present odonato
logical work in his country. Dr. B. 
KIAUTA (Utrecht, Netherlands), pointed 
out the tendency of splitting up odonato
logy in specialized disciplines and 
stressed the growing desire to keep our 
science as an organic unity. With a 
minute of silence the Members of this 
first official international symposium 

. commemorated the colleagues and pioneers 
of odonatology who have passed away. 

In three Lecture Sessions, 12 
lectures and demonstrations were given: 
Dr. ·J. C. ANDRIES (Lille, France) : ttude 
de l' activit'e des nids de re~nffration de 
l'intestin moyen d'Aeshna cyanea; Dr. L. 
CAILLERE (Villeurbanne, France) : Dynamiq1.1e 
de la capture Chez la larve d'Agrion 
(syn .. Calopteryx) splendens Harris; Dr. 
H.J. DUMONT (Ghent, Belgium): The taxo
nomic status of· Calopteryx xanthostoma 
{Charp.); and: Some faunistic.peculiari
ties in the odonate fauna of Morocco; .. 

Dr. D. C. GEIJSKES (Leiden, Netherlands): 
Faunistic mapping of Odonata in the 
Netherlands.; Dr. A. HEYMER (Brunoy, 
France): ~omportement et ,volution des 
Calopterygidae; Dr. B. KIAUTA (Utl"echt, 
Netherlands): Cytotaxonomic peculiarities 
in the neotropical odonata genera 
Leptagrion Selys ~ Orthemis Hagen : and 
Macrothemis Hagen; Dr. M. A. LIEPTINCK 
(Rhenen, Netherlands) : Some unusual. 
features of amphipterygid larvae and 
their possible phylogenetic signific~ce;. 
Dr. P. J. MILL and Mr. R. S. PICKARD 
(Leeds, United Kingdom) : The mechanism 
and neural control of- ventilation in 
aesbnid larvae; Dr. J. •. MOUZE (Lille, 
France):. Etude descriptive et exp~rimen
tale de. la croissance de l'oeil des 
insecte s odonates; Prof. Dr. F. S~LER 
(Strasbpurg, France): Action de la 
temp~rature sur la diapause embryonnaire 
et sur le type de d,veloppement d'Aeshna 

·mixta Latr.; Prof. Dr. E. SCHMIDT(Flens
burg, German Federal Republic) : Zur 
Odonatenfauna ~erliner Moore. 

Most lectures were accompanied by 
projection of slides -or technical .films, 
whereas two popular films "Im Reich der 
Drachenfliegen" and "With the film camera 
at a Duth dragonfly pond" were demonstra
terl by Dr. • C. JURZITZA (Karlsruhe, 
German .Federal Republic) and Mr. J. L. 
MEULENBROEK (Leidschendam, Netherl:ands) 
respectively. 

Due to lack of time, 
lectures sent in by Members 
attend could not be read . 

four more 
not able to 

In the framework.of the Symposium a 
Colloquium on the Status of the European 
Odonate Fauna has been held under the 
chairmanship of Dr. LIEFTINCK. The dis
cussion was based on the draft of a 
ca~alogue prepared for this occasion by 
Mr. H. LOHMANN (Freiburg, German Federal 
Republic). 

The abstracts of all papers have 
appeared in a mimeographed booklet.Copies 
of the latter and of the draft of the 
cat~logue of the European Odo~ate Fauna 
can be obtained, free of charge, from the 
author of this report. 
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One of ~he topics discussed in the 
Business Session was ·the problem of the 
protection of dragonfly biotopes in 
Western Europe. The German colleagues 
informed the Symposium of the destruction 
of some odonatologically important wet
lands by the German Army; at their 
suggestion the Symposium sent a letter of 
protest to the Ministry of Defense of the 
German Federal Republic. 

The three most important results ·of 
the Symposium are: 

(1) The foundation of the international 
odonatological society, SOCIETAS 
INTE!UlATIONALIS ODOMATOLOGICA (S. I. 0. ) • 
For the time being the following 
countries are represented in the Execu
tive Committee: Belgitll11, France,.German 
Federal Republic, Netherlands, United 
Kingdom and u.s.s.R. The Secretary is 
Dr. H.J. DUMONT (lnstutute of Zoology, 
State University of Ghent, Ledeganck
straat 3S, B-9000 Ghent, Belgium). 

- ~tiie-sY111Pos1um-;-in 1~--~capi~ity as 
Founders' Meeting of.the new society, 
unanimously elected four distinguished 
odonatologists as Members of Honour of 
the Society,i.e. Dr. S. ASAHINA(Tokyo), 
Dr. B. F. BELYSHEV (Novosibirsk, 
U.S.S.R.), Dr. M.A. LIEFTINCK (Rhenen, 
Netherlands) and Dr. E. PINHEY (Bula
wayo, Rhodesia). 

·(2) · The foundation of an interantional 
-quarterly journal, ODONATOLOGICA. The 
first issue is scheduled to appear on 
March. 1, 1972. An Editorial Board 
consisting of representatives of six 
countries is assisted by a Referee 
Board of specialists in different 
odonatological disciplines. A large 
portion of each issus will be devoted • 
to abstracting of the current odonato
logical literature. All correspondence 
conceming the journal (editorial 
matters, abstracting service, subscrip
tions, etc.) should be directed to the 
Editors of Odonatologica (Institute of 
Genetics, University of Utrecht, 
Opaalweg 20, Utrecht, the Netherlands). 

(3) International odonatological symposi2 
will be held regularly every two years, 
each time in a different country. 'lbe 
next one is scheduled for September, 
1973, and .. will be held in Karlsruhe, 
German Federal Republic. The President 
of the Organizing Committee is Dr. G. 
JURZITZA (Zehntwiesenst~asse 40, D-7505 
Ettlingen, GFR) .• 

ADDITIONS TO CALVERT BIBLIOGRAPHY 

by 
Leonora.K. Gloyd 

Museums Building, Univ. Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 

Additions to· the"B:.f.bl:£.og~aphy 9£.Pliilip 
P. Calvert 1889-1950. Compiled by Rudolf 
G. Schmieder and Maurice E. Phillips", 
Entomological News, 19S1, vol.62,pp.3-40, 
January. 

Although the bibliography compiled by 
Schmieder and Phillips of the articles 
and_ ~notes ~writte~---Dr- Cal:wer-t---would • 
seem to be remarkably complete, it is not 
surprising that a few unsigned ones, es
caped notice, or that in such a long list 
the omission of one (1908 g) was ~ot 
caught by a proofreader. Some items may 
appear to be missing or out of order but 
this is because a second part or another 
of the same title is included under the 
earlier date. However, the "g" under,1893 
belongs under the date of 1894, and the 
"l" of 1908, under 1909. 

According to the page number given 
in the index of Entomological News for 
volume 8, . p. iv, . either or both items 
listed below under 1897 could be credited 
to M. J. Elrod, but this must surely be 
erroneous. The first item, "Dragonflies 
in hot water," is mostly quotations from 
"Among • the Rockie·s" by Mr. Elrod, and 
obviously. is·a report written by someone 
else and most likely by Calvert, as only 
the Odonata of all the insects collected 
are mentioned.· These were identified by 
Dr. Calvert. The second entry under 1897 
would also definitely seem to be written 
by Dr. Calvert. 
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Probably more published remarks and 
more notes from the pen of Dr. Calvert 

~ will eventually tum up than_ .I am adding 
here. • 

P• S 

P• _6 

P• 7 

P• 9 

1897 

__ e Dragonflies in hot water. EN 
8:39, Feb. 

• f The gizzard of dragonflies 
---COdonata). EN 8:39-40, Feb. . 

1898 

_q (Exhibit ·of Odonata from··Lower· 
California; diU~:rential characters 
in the wing and leg structures were 
pointed out in the genera Dythemis, 
Brechmorhoga, Pal tothemis, and 
Macrothemis.J EN 9:157, June. 

__ r On sending insects by mail or 
express. For professors of ento
mology, specialists, experiment 
station entomologists, beginners 
and others. EN 9:218-219, Nov. 

.' s A· correction [ on mailing Odon-
. ~ta-]. •.. EN 9 :2S4, Dec. . 

t ·[Note on New Jersey Somato
--a;:fora and Ischnura.] EN 9:262, 

Dec. 

1899 

__J> [Exhibited Odonata from Utah· 
.and some from New Jersey.] EN 10: 
302-303, -Dec. 

1903 

s' [Reared dragonfly from salt 
~er identified as M~ berenice.] 

EN 14:339, Dec. -

P• 10 

p. 11 

1904 

i' Mexican and Central American 
dragonflies ·(Odonata). EN 15:345, 
Dec. 

1908 

. g [Comparison of Odonata· found 
--rn--the West Indies with those in 

Mexico and Central America.] EN 
19:442, Nov. 

P• 19 

p. 20 

1917 

m Add: Juan J. Rodriguez. EN 
28:335-337. 

1918 

1' [On'some Odonata records for 
Pennsylvania.] • EN 29:278, • July. 

P• 22 
1920 

_o Add: ;263, Nov. 

Schmieder, Rudol-f G. 
1962 Additions to the bibliography 

·of Philip P. Calvert , subsequent to 
1950. Ent. News, vol. 73, no. 5, 
P• 121. 

After 1956b add:· 
1958 Resultados zoologicos de la 
expedicion de la Universidad Cen
tral de Venezuela a.la region del 
Auyantepui en la Guayana Venezo~ 
lana, Abril de 1956. 4. Genus 
Racenaeschna new genus (Odonata: 
Aeshnidae). Acta Bioi. Venezuel
ica, Vol. 2, Art. 20, p. 227~234, 
figs. 1-2. 

It seems appropriate in ·connection 
with Dr. Calvert's bibliography to men
tion his work with the section, "Entomo
logical Literature" in the early numbers 
of Entomological News. Although he may 
have had much to do with it• Qeginning 
with volume 1, he apparently was not 
altogether responsible for it until 1897, 
as indicated in the index of authors for 
volunie 8, p. iv, where page numbers are 
followed after.his name with "and Entomo-. 
logical Literature.'·' In the index for 
1898, volume 9, only the page numbers for 
it are listed. For the years 1899-1901, 
volumes 10-12, there is a subheading, 
"Comp.iled by P .. _P. Calvert.'' .for the 
section as well as a listing of the page 
nL'lllbers in the index of each volume. 
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NOTES FROM DR. DENNIS R. PAULSON 
• Department of ?oology • 

University of Washington 
Seattle» Wash. 98195 

EXCHANGE OF SPECil1ENS. 

I am attempting· to build up a synop
tic collection of Odonata, eventually 
worldwide, but for now emphasizing the 
New World. I have abundant material for 
~xchange, as my collection totals some
where over 30,000 specimens of over 1200 
species of adults and many larvae. This 
material is primarily from southeastem 
and northwestern United States, Mexico 
and Costa Rica. In this issue I ~m list
ing all the United States and Canadian 
~pecies I lack at present, any of which I 
am very interested in obtaining. 

LESTIDAE: testes stultus. COENAG
RIONIDAE: Argia alberta, Coenagrion 
interrogatum, Enallagma laterale, !· 
vemale, Ischnura gemina. AESHNIDAE: 
Aeshna persephone, A. septrionalis, A. . 
verticalis. _. __ GOMPH~~§omphus '--'{Ari-gom---- - -· 
phus)cornutus, ~- furcifer, G. {Gomphurus) 
adelphus, G. modes tus, G. rogersi, Q.• 
ventricosus, (Q. (Gomphus) borealis, G. 
(Hylogomphus) brevis, G. (Stylurus) amni
cola, G. notatus, G .. potulentus, Ophio
gomphus anomalus, Q.• colubrinus, O. 
edmundo, o. howei, O. morrisoni, O. neva
densis. CORDULEGASTRIDAE: Corduleg'aster 
qeserticola, .£• fasciata, C. obliqua. 
~CROMIIDAE: Macroniia margarita, M. 
pacifica 9 M. wabashensis. CORDULIIDAE: 
Neurocordulia molesta, N. xanthosoma, 
Somatochlora brevicincta, s. ensigera, !• 
forcipata, _§.. hineana, !• incurvata, !• 
ozarkensis, .§.• sahlbers.i, ~- .sep~entrio
nalis, Williamsonia fletcher!, W. lintneri •. 
LIBELLULIDAE: Leucorrhinia patricia. 

I am especially in~erested in· ob
taining a specimen of Williamsonia 9 the 
only North American gen11$ lacking from my 
collection. 

CORYPHAESCHNA. 

With a great deal of luck and perse
verance, I was able to collect specimens 

of a high-flying large Comhaeschna ir. 
Costa Rica that has not been described. 
It has a green thorax with some browc 
markings and a brown abdomen. In addition 
I discovered that what has been callee 
Coryphaeschna perrensi is in reality twc 
species,a northem one (Mexico to Panama) 
and a southem one (Costa Ric4 to Argen
tina): The picture is very clear in 
Central America but much more confusing 
in South America, where two types of 
females seem to accompany one type of 
male. I would like to see additional 
speci~ens of these species.· 

SPECIES AND SEX RECOGNITION. 

I am b~ginning a major· research 
program on-species and sex recogniti(?Q in 
Odonata. I will be doing field experi
mental work in eastern Washington· -and 
eventually elsewhere and will be ·con
trasting mechanical and behavioral isola
tion within the group. As male recogni
tion of other males is important in 
territoriality, I _wil_l ~-~ looking at. this 
phenomenon- -a:s -wefl~ male-female recog
nition. The first summer's work has shown 
that the mechanisms are simpler in some 
ways than had been thought, but there are 
many complicating factors and many un
answered questions. I hope u1 timately -·to 
deal with the question of why odonates 
are co,lored the way they. -are, and some 
ideas have been generated by the study so 
far. I would °like to correspond with 
anyone who is studying or thinking about 
these same phenomena. 

HYBRIDIZATION. 

i. am working on a paper discussing 
hybridization and its relationship to 
reproductive isolation in Odonata and 
would like to know if anyone else has 
specimens of hybrids that have not been 
reported in the literature. Preliminary 
studies.indicate that, l'have hybrids of 
three different pairs of species in the 
genus Enallagma, and large series of this 
genus should be scrutinized for hybrids .. 
Only male hybrids have been found so far~· 
and I am still searching for a·mechanism 
to explain this. I would be especially 
interested in any:hybrids· in the family 
Libellulidae. • • • 

.. · "'. 
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~ •• ~ESCRIBED SPECIES. 
i 

Although not very many people are 
actively working in dragonfly systematics 
and most of. them correspond with one 
another, co1IDJ1unication could be improved. 
There is little doubt in my mind that 
workers doing generic revisions or de
s~ribing new species would benefit from 
a more complete knowledge of· how many 
collections contain material of the group 
in question. To further this communica
tion, I am listing herein all of the 
species in my collection which I believe 
are undescribed. . This is obviously a 
tentative list, as the early literature 
i~ such that species in some genera will 
remain confusing until major revision 
(for example, Argia,which is not included 
in the list below). In addition, differ-
. ent taxonomists' ideas about • species 
criteria differ, and I am a lumper, pre
ferring to consider similar allopatric, 
populations conspecific unless they 
dif.fe~ in some way which I consider 
significant in terms of reproductive or 
ecological isolation. • 

LESTIDAE: Archilestes-1 Mexico, 1 Costa 
Rica; Lestes-l·Mexico. 
MEGAPODAGRIONIDAE: Heteragrion-1 Ecuador, 
1 Peru; Paraphlebia-2 Mexico; Philogenia-
1 Ecuador. 
PLATYSTICTIDAE: Palaemnema-4 Mexico, 5 
Costa Rica. 
PROTONEURIDAE: Psaironeura-1 Costa Rica. 
COENAGRIONIDAE: Acanthagrion-1 Mexico tc;, 
,Costa Rica, 1 Costa lica & Panama, -2 
Ecuador; Leptobasis-1 Costa Rica;Metal!l?_
tobasis-2 Peru; Skiallagma-1 Peru; 
Telebasis-1 Costa Rica. 
AESHNIDAE: Coryphaeschna-1 Mexico to 
Panama, 1 Mexico to Costa Rica;Gynacantha 

·1 Costa Rica; Neuraeschna-1 Costa Rica. 
GOHPHIDAE: Agriogomphus-1 Costa Rica; 
Epigomphus-1 Hexico; Erpetogomphus-1 Mex
ico, 1 Mexico to Costa Rica; Gomphoides-
2 Mexico,! Costa Rica; Gomphus(Gomphurus) 
1 Wuhington; Peruviogomphus-1 Ecuador; 
Phyllocycla-1 Ecuador; Progomphus-1 Costa 
Rica .. 
LIBELLULIDAE: Brechmorhoga-1 Costa Rica; 
Aicrathyria-1 Costa Rica; Perithemis-1 
Peru; Sympetrum-1 Mexico, 1 Argentina. 

NOTES FROM DR. GEORGE H. BICK 

Dr. George H. Bick and Mrs. Bick. 
attended the Third Colloquium of Dutch 
Dragonfly Workers held a.t the Genetics 
Institute,University of Utrecht, Utrecht, 
Netherlands on April 29, 1972. George 
gave a paper titled: "A Review of Terri
torial and Reproductive Behavior in 
Zygoptera." The talk was illustrated by 
8mm movie and kodach·rome slides. This 
talk was printed in ContactBrief, Neder
landse Libellenonderzoekers 1110 (Supple
ment): 1-14, June 15, 1972. Dr. B. Kiauta 
presided at the meeting. Papers were 
given by: J. Belle, D. Smit, H.J. Dumont 
J. J. Beukema, D. C. Geijskes, and M.A. 
Lieftinck. 

During July 1972 George H. Bick,Mrs . 
Bick, and L. E. • 'Homuff collected in 
Montana, working out from the University 
of Montana Biological Station at Flathead 
Lake. Collecting was good and 20 species 
new to the State list were taken. The 
work is now being organized for publica
tion ... 

DR. moMAS w. DONNELLY IN AUSTRALIA 

If you want to collect exotic Odonata 
you should be a geologist. Just witness 
all the expeditions of "Nick" Donnelly. A 
tantalizing post card with a scene from 
Crystal Cascades, Cairns,North Queensland 
was received recently. He·wrote,"This is 
one of our favorite collecting places. We 
have gotten around quite a bit since we 
have been here - a week each in Fiji, N. 
Queensland, S. Queensland, and two weeks 
in New Guinea.· On Fiji we reveled in 
Nesobasis, a fabulous genus. Here we 
have taken many Australian "specialties," 
Hemiplebia, Austropetalia, Petalura, 
Lestoidea, Chorismagrion, and others. We 
have a new gomphid ·that Tony Watson says 
may be the best ever gomphid from Austra
lia! Only a few new spp.from New Guinea
·comparisons ·with tropical America are 
interesting. Around .here are many insects 
with Chilean affinities. Great! We return 
3 February." t.J'e will be hearing more 
about this trip. 
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DUNCAN CUYLER.TAKES-WESTERN TRIP 

An interesting letter was received 
from Duncan Cuyler· telli-ng of Jlis trans- . 
continental trip ·in September and October 
of last year, He drove westward along the 
Trans-Can~da Highway from S. s .. Marie to 
Revelstoke, B. C. and south to Ca~ifomia 
and Texas, collecting many interesting 
Jdonata on the way. A-number of species 
~,ere collected later than previously re
ported. 

A FANTASTICAL, HYPOTHETICAL 
BUT .LOGICAL(?) EXPLANATION OF THE 
ORIGIN OF THE DRAGONFLY NAHE AESHNA 

by 
Leonora K. Gloyd 

In Freund's Latin Dictionary revised 
and enlarged by Lewis & Short,is the word 
"Aeschines'.' which applies to - "I. A 
desdple· of Socrates.," "II. The orator 
.Aeschines, rival to Demosthenes," or 
"III .. A ~yskian of Athens." 

- - .~ - We~cmfea~ily asso~:1.at;~- ;-phys°ici~--
with the common name "snake doctor" and 
an orator·_ ¥ith • a blue face. Some women 
also talk until they are blue in the 
face. Most males of species of the genus 
Aesh1!!, have blue faces.. So to avoid any 
possibility of a famous doctor or orator 
taking offence at having an insect named 
for him, why not a little modification of 
the word and make it feminine as well? 
:-fost women in 1775 were not well versed 
in Latin or Greek (even fewer than today) 
atld insofar·as I know, none were entomo:1,.
ogists or • taxonomists. Or, maybe by 
:hej,r actions this group of dragonflies 
3eemed w:l,se enough to Fabrici·us to be 

.. 3tudents of Socrates, m:ld by their 
~eauty, feminine. Logic is logic. Never
theless, ·if Fabri·cius intended the mean
ing to be a secret, it is one that has 
:,een well kept. 

RECORDS OF Somatochlora semicircularis 

We have a request from Dr. Ruth L. Willey 
of the Department of Biological Sciences, 

- , University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, 
Box 4348, Chicago Illinois 60680. She is 
requesting records of the above species 
from Colorado, Utah·, Arizona, or New 
Mexico. She· says the distri~ution of this 
species is much broader than originally 
listed and she is trying.to determine its 
southernmost localities. • 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ODONATA FOR 1970 

In SELYSIA v. 5, #2 we began to list 
papers in which Odonata were mentioned in 
the year 1970. Since then ~ number more 
have been brought to our attention. Many 
of the references again are from Dr. B. 
Elwood Montgomery. Several titles were 
furnished by ·N. N. Akramowski which we 
give with his translation. _For papers in 
this list as well as those in v. S, #2, 
with more than one author, we are·adding 
here cross references. Wherever noted ~ 
_J:'~ferenc~numbe~-:for.~-D:i~ • -_ --c-

and ~b.~tra~f:journals are ·given, the 
following abbreviations apply: 

B. Abst.-Biological Abstracts 
Bib. Ag.--Bibliography of Agriculture 
B. Ind.-Bioresearch Index 

... 
Bven_though this listing for 1970 may 

still be incomplete, since ODONATOLOGICA, 
journal of the Societas Internationalis 
Odonatoligica to which many of us belong 
has begun to give bibliographic references 
with abstracts for 1971_, we will discon
tinue this effort in SELYSIA to avoid dup-
lication.Everyone is urged to join S.I.O. 
and see that your libraries subscribe to • 
ODONATOLOGICA so that this venture will be 
a big success. The journal for the first 

.ye~r has been very impressive. 

AITA, MA.SANDO. °(Some ~cological notes on 
the emergence of Anisogomphus maacki,) 
(Japanese with Engl. summ.). Tombo, 13(1/ 
4) :20_'"'.""25, ill'.· Bib. Ag. 36 :32773. 
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~ANDRIES, J. C. See: Schaller, • _F_. 

ASAHINA, SYOZIRO. (t-Jhat was the "red
bodied" Rhinocypha from Formosa"?) (Japan
ese with Engl. summ.). Tombo, 13 (1/4); 
2~, ill. 

• Notes on Chinese Odonata III. 
(Kellogg collection in the California 
Academy of Sciences). Kontyu, 38 (3): 
198-204, ill. B. Abst. 53:32151, Bib.Ag. 
35: 72858. 

. (Records of insects visited a 
weather-ship located at ocean weather sta
tion "Tango" on the Pacific. V. Insects 
captured during 1968)(Japanese with Engl. 
summ.) Kontyu, 38(4):318-3~0, ill.B.Abst. 
32 :113839. 

. The Odonata of Tsusniua. :!e1 .. ;.. n~t. 
kL :1~.. Tokyo) 3 211--22~, pl. 2J. llib. 
\~. 35 ~ 43912. 

~ (revision of Fraser's discussion of 
~Jdonata) I:n. Tuxen - Taxonot:d.st 'z Glossary 

of Geriitar:ra·~ of·· Ins~cts .-··PP~ 32-3 7. 

• AR. m.I HtY· . .Ir... and ~r..ICil SCI::!IDT. 
(In memoriat..1). Dr. Erich ~-:~lther • ·scllmidt :
H}gJ. -1; 69. Tombo, 13 (1/4): 1··~4. 

As::, .J. s. 
pb!)~lation 
'.:r.. ;;ires' 
'52 ~ 53593. 

Observations on a decreasing 
of red•·backed shril .. es (cont.). 
63 (G) :· 225-239 _ ill. Il.Abst. 

JELLE!) J. On ileotropocal Goraphidae of 
Lonrinoo Ifavas (ocronata) ~ Tijdschr. ... Ent., 
1.113 (G) • 253-260. .Bib .Ag. 35 • 37512 .. \ ·-· . 

lELYSHEV, B. F. (The distribution of 
lragonflies (Odonata) in bodies of uater 
Jf cifferent types in ti1e Southern I:iari
:.:ime Territory., USS!L). Ent. Rev., !+~ (2): 
~81·1U3. n.Ind.7;45251; Bib.Ag.35:72414. 

(Zoogeographical correlations in 
~;ari0bean Sea area based on distribution 

Jf dragonflies (Odonata, Insects) and 
)robable history of Odonata fauna of ·An
tilles subregion of Neotropics) (Russian). 
[zv. Sib. Otd. Akad.Nauk SSR, 10 (2): 109-
113. Bib.Ag.35:83317. 

. Mortonagrion selenion Ris(Odonata, 
Insects) a ~ew ~pecies for the fauna of 
the USSR.. In: "New and -little known 
species· of the Siberian fauna," pt.3., 

Odonata .fauna of the· .environments 
of Biysk town.,-Proc. of the Altai·section 
of the Geographic Society of the USSR, pt . 
11: 128:130. 

• On the zonal 
odonata. In: ''Fauna of 
birsk, "Nauka": 48-52 • 

distribution of 
Siberia," Novosi-

BICK, JUANDA C. See: Bick, George H. 

BILEK, A. Sur Variationsbreite•·· der Weib
chen von Macromia splendens Pict.(Odonata) 
(German). Nachrichtenblatt der Bayerischen 
Entomologen, 19 Jahrgang, Nr. 5, Kleine 
}fitteilung 130 (1 page). 

BOWEN, WILLIAM R. 
et al. 

See: Willey, Ruth L., 

BOWEN, WILLIAM R. and R. L. WILLEY. An 
endosymbiotic association of Euglena with 
damselfly naiads. J. Phycol., 6 (suppl.): 
3. B~Ind.7:1622. 

BUCHHOLTZ, CHRISTIANE. Der Beutefang der 
Larve von Aeschna cyanea. (Engl.summ. )' 
Verh. Dts. zool. Ges., 64:362-264. B.Abst. 
53 :52818. 

CHARLET, M. See: Schaller, F. 

CHUTTER, F. M. Hydrobiological studies in 
the catchment of Vaal Dam, South Africa. 
Part I. River zonation and the benthic 
fauna. Int. Rev. Hydrobiol., 55 (3): 445-
494, ill. 

CORBET, PHILIP A. 
and folk names) . 

DALLA!, R. See: 
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